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F'ORMAT OF MATHEMATICS ACTIVITY

l. Objective

2. Material required

3. Method of construction

4. Demonstration

5. Observation

6. Application

Note: Draw figure in file on left white page and graph should

be done on graph paper and will be pasted on left white

page of; corresponding activity.



Activity I
oruncnvE ldfisruArREOUnD

To verify that the relation R in the set A piece ofplywood, some pieces of

L of all lines in a plane, defined by wfue (8), plywood, nails, white paper,

R = {( I, m): lllml is an equivalence glue.

relation.

Il[Brson or Coxsrrucuor'r

Take a piece of plywood of convenient size and paste a white paper on it. Fix

the wires randomly on the plywood with the help of nails such that some of

them are parallel, some are perpendicular to each other and some are inclined

as shown in Fig. 2.

Dnnronsrnmox

l. L,et the wires represent the lines lr lz, ..., ls.

2. I, is perpendicular to each of the lines l' l' lo (see Fig. 2).
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3. lo is perpendicular to /r.

4. l, is parallel to lr, /, is parallel to ln and l, is parallel to lr.

5. (t2'\)'(\'t)'(ts, /r), e R

Ongnvmon

I . !n Fig. 2, evty line is parallel to itself. So Orc rclation R = l( l, m) : lll ml
ll. reflexive relation (is/is not)

2. In Fig. 2, observe that ,2llr3. Is 13 l.l trt $tn)
So, ({'tr)e R+(r3,t)eR (€/€)
Similarly, ,3ll t4. Is l4Ll\? (Y I ll)
So, (l,l)e R=+(l.,lr)$.R (c/e)

ard (ts,0e R.+(If t)g.R (e/e)

... The relation n 15 symmeuic relation (idis not)

3. In Fig. 2, observe that t, ll l, and l, ll 1.. Is r, Il ,4 ? 0 / ll )

So, (1",1)e Rand(l'l)e R+(r2,rd)S.R(e/e)

Similarly, /, lt lo and ln ll l' Is /, lJ. 12? Ql I ll)

So, (ly t) e R, (t4, ,r) e R + (lr, ,r) I R (€,e )

Thus, the relation R ,.. hansitive relation (iJis not)

Hence, the relation R is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. So, R is an

equivalence relation.

Am,rcruox

This activity is useful in understanding the

concept of an equivalence relation.



Onrscnvr

To draw the graph of sin-t.r, using the

graph of sin x and demonstrate the

concept of mirror reflection (about

theliney-x).

lMmmrelRrounm

Cardboard, white chart paper, ruler,

coloured pens, adhesive, pencil,

eraser, cutter, nails and thin wires.

I\[B-nroo or Colsmucrrox

l. Take. a caidboard of suitable dimensions, say, 30 cm x 30 cm.

2. On the cardboard, paste a white chart paper of size 25 cm x 25 cm (say).

3. On the paper, draw two lines, peqpendicular to each other and name them

X'OX and YOY'as rectangular axes [see Fig. 5].
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4. Graduate the axes approxioately as shown in Fig. 5.1 by taking unit on

X-axis = 1.25 times the unit of Y-axis.

5. Ma* approximately the points

fr r)fr n) (n.n)
Iu'"" uJ' [.A't'4J'"' 'lt'smtJ in the coordinate plane and at each

point fix a nail.

6. Repeat the above process on the other side of the.r-axis, rnarking ttre points

( -n . -n\ /-r -r) (-r -r\
l7-' "" 7J' [?' 

tto 7J' ".' 17' "o 7 J 
annroximatelr and rx nails

on these points as N,', Nr', Nr', Nn'. Also fix a nail at O.

7. Ioin the nails with the help of a tight wire on both sides of .t-axis to get the

-'E n
graph of sin r from T b 

Z,

8. Draw the graph of the liney =v (by plotting the points (1,1), (2, 2),(3,3),..'
etc. and fixing a wire on these points),

9. From the nails Nr, \, \,N4, draw perpendicular on tbe liney =x and produce

these lines such that lenglh of perpendicular on both sides of the line y = x
are equal. At 0rese points fix nails, I,d,[r,Io.

10. Repeat the above activity on the other side of X- axis and fix nails at I,',{Jr'Jn'.

I 1. Join the nails on both sides of the line y = x by a tigbt wire that will show the

graph of y=sin-r.r.

Dn'ronsrnmrox

Put a mirror on ttre line y = 1. The image of the graph of sin.r in the mirror will

represent the graph of sin-l x showing that sin-r .r is mirror reflection of sin .t

and vice versa.



Gmtamr
The image of point Nr in the mirror (the lhe y =.r) is I t

The image of point \ in the mirror (the liney =$ is 1z .

Tbe imageof point \inthp mirror(thelircy=*) is Aj)

fire image of point \ in tbe minor (the line y = $ is lC-.
The image of point lq h tbs mirror (the liney =.r) is A

The image point of Ni in tlre mirror (the line y =.1) i, In 
I

Ttre image point of $ in 6e mirror (the line y = .r) is a.l

Thc image point of Ni in tle minor (tbe liney =.r) is a"l

ttrO image of the graph bf six x in y = 'r is tbe graph ot.-lL and the

inage of-.tbe erad;pf sin h io I = x is ttr" SRPh of , - 
>i"^---.

Amlclulon

Similar activity can be performed for drawing the graphs of cos-t.r, tnn-l .r, ets.



Ontncuvr

To sketch the graphs of n'and log,.r,
a > O, a * I and to examine that thly
are mirror images of each other.

Mmruu,Rrounrn
Drawing board, geometrical instru-
ments, drawing pins, thin wires,
sketch pens, thick white paper,

. adhesive, pencil, eraser, a plane
mirror, squared paper.

MrrnotorConsrnuc-nox

l. on the drawing board, fix a thickpapersheet of convenient size 20 cm x z) cm
(say) with adhesive.
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2. On the sheet, take two perpendicular lines XOK and YOY', depicting

coordinate axes.

3. Madc graduations on the two axes as shown in the Fig. 7.

4. Find some ordered pairs satis&ing y = d and y = logf. Plot these points

correxponding to the ordered pairs and join them by free hand curves in

both the cases. Fix thin wires along these curves using drawing pins.

5. Draw the graph of y = r, and fix a wire along tlrc grapll using drewing pins.

Ih,romrnemox

l. For d, take a = 2 (say), and find ordered pairs satisfying it as

and plot these ordered pairs on the squared paper and fix a drawing pin at

each point.

2. Ioin the bases of drawing pins with a thin wire. This will represent the gaph

of T.

3. log;r= y gives 1-2r . Some ordered pairs satis$ing it are:

Plot these ordered pairs on the squared paper (graph paper) and fix a drawing

pin at each plotted point. Join the bases of the drawing pins with a thin wirc.

This will represent the graph oflogrr.
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4. Draw tbe graph of line y =r on the eheet

5. Place a mirror along the wire representing y = x, It can be seen that thc two
gaphs of the given functions are minor images of eactt ofter in lhe line y =x.

Ormnvlrror.t

L Image of ordered pau (1, 2) on the graph of y = 
y ia y = ri, Q,,2_. ft fioon the graph ofy = |

2. lmage of the point (4, 2) on the grryh y = logl in, =.r is (4 9,)_ *ni"U
lies on the graph ofy = Q

Rcpeat this process for some more poine lying on the two grapbs.

Arrurcerrolr

This activity is uscful in understanding the concept of (exponential and
logarithmic fiructions) which are girror irnagc$ of each odrer in y = r.



Ourcuve

To verify Rolle's Theorern'

l\4,rrmrlr,Rrounm

A piece of plywood, wires of

different lengths, white Paper'
sketch pen.

I\dnrson or Coxsrnucuox

I . Take a cardboard of a convenient size and paste a white paper on it'

2. Take two wires of convenient size and fix them on the white paper pasted on

the plywood to represent .r-axis and y-axis (see Fig' 1l).

3. Take a piece of wire of 15 cm length and bend it in the shape of a curve and

fix it on the plywood as shown in ttre figure'

Ftg. ll

4. Thke wo straigbt wires of the same lenglh and fix them in such way tbat

they are perpendicular to.x-axis at the points A and B and meeting the curve

at the points C and D (see Fig.ll).

-ta, \jJ-
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Druomr*,lrron

l. In the figure, let the curve represent the function y =f (x).I€t OA = a uaits
andOB=Dunits.

2. The coordinates of the points A-and B are (a, 0) and (0, 0), respectively.

3. There is no break in the curve in the interval [A D]. So, the function / is
continuous on [a, D].

4. The curve is smooth between r = a and r = D which means that at each poin!
a tangent can be drawn which in tum giv.es that the function/ is differentiable
in the interval (a, D).

5. As the wires at A and B are of equal lengths, i.e., AC = BD, so/(a) =/(D).
6. Iu view of steps (3), (4) and (5), condidons of Rolle,s theorem are satisfied.

From Fig.ll, we observe ttrat tangents at p as well as e are parallel to
x-axis, therefore,f' (x) at p and alco at e are zero.

Thus, there exists at least one value c of .r in (4D) such that/, (c) = e.

Hence, the Rolle's theorem is verified.

Orsmvenor.r

FromFig. ll.

a= | ,b= 5

/(c)= I ,f@)= 3 kf@)=f(b)?(yevNo)

Slope of tangent at P = O , *, ,f t (at p) = O

Arpucnrrot

This $reorem may be used 0o find ttre roots of an equation.



Activity 5

OrlBctls
To understand the concePts of

decr6asing and increasing functions'

lVfu'nron or CoNsIRucrIot r

1. Take a piece of ptywood of a convenient size and paste a white paper on it'

2. Take wo pieces of wires of length say 20 cm each and fix them on the white

paper to represent .t-axis and y-axis.

3. Take two more pieces of wire each of suitable length and bend them in the

shape of curves representing two functions and fix them on the paper as

shown in the Fig. 13.

Y

4. Take two straight wires each of suitable length for the purpose of showing

tangents to the curves at different points on them'

Dm,oxsrrunon

1. Take one straight wire and place it on the curve (on the left) such that it is

lVlmrruiu,Rrouno

Pieces of wire of different lengths'

piece of plywood of suitable size'

white paper, adhesive, geometrY

box, trigonometric tables'

lltd
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tangent to the curve at ttrc poitrt say pr and making an angle cr with the
positive direction of *-axis.

2. q is an obtuss angle, so tanq is negative, i.e., the slope of the tangent at pr
(derivative of the function at iDr) is negative.

3. Take another two points say p, and p, on the same curve, and make tangents,
using the same wire, at p_, and { making angles q and q, respecd"d;;d
the positive direction of x-axis.

4. Here again q and cr- are obtuse angles and therefore slopes of the tangents
tan o? and tan o, are both negative, i.e., derivatives ofthe function at p]and
P, are negative.

5. The function given by the curve (on the left) is a decreasing function.

6. On the curve (on the right), take three point e,, e, e, and using the other
shaight wires, form tangents at each ofthese poiits foating angles 9,, F,p' respectively with the pgsitive direction of.r-axis, as shov/n in-the fi;q;:
F,, 9r, F, are all acute angles.

So, the derivatives of the function at these points are positive. Thus, the
function given by this curve (on the right) is an increasing firnction.

Onsnnvmon

L o,,= llo- * >90jq= l3.s' > 9o ,cr= l5o', gb ^,

tan,or = ,-S ,,, (negative),tan {r, = -1, ,'( nlteh,/t ), tan o,, =

=+,( xg+h/( ). Thus the tuncrion is deutl{igJi

F,= .1o- a90o,pr= 9S' ,< 9o^ ,Fr=_6D__.< 90'

tan Fr =.-+-;-,.(positive), g Fr=+ . , ( P,osil've;, tan B, =5
-*_*€-( gi'ci'h.,r ). Thus, the function is ipcJa-qs,g

Arrurcmon

This activity may be useful in explaining the concepts of decreasing and
increasing functions.



ActivitY 6

Onrecrrve

To understand the concepts of local

naxima, local minima and Point of

inflection.

I\fsnrop or Consrnucrrox

MmrnIllRrounP
A piece of PlYwood, wires'

adhesive, white PaPer.

1. Take a piece of plywood of a convenient size and paste a white paper on ir

2. Take nro pieces of wires each of length 'f0 
cm and fix them on the paper on

plywood in the fornr of x-axis and y-axis'

3. Take another wire of suitable leng$ and bend it in the shape of curve' Fix

this curved wire on the white papJr paste'd on plywood' as showa in Fig' 14'

J
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4. Take five more wires each of length say 2 cm and fix them at the points A, C,
B, P and D as shown in figure.

Dnaousrnmox

l. In the figure, wires at the points A, B, C and D represent tangents to the
curve and are parallel to the axis. The slopes of ta[gents at these points are
zero, i.e., the value of the first derivative at these points is zero. The tangent
at P intersects the curve.

2. At the points A and B, sign of the first derivative changes from negative to
positive. So, they are the points of local minima.

3. At the point C and D, sign of the first derivative changes from positive to
negative. So, tlrey are 0re points of local maxima.

4. At the point P, sign of fint derivative does not change. Sq it is a point of
inflection.

Onsrnvmon

1. Sign ofthe slope ofthe tangent (first derivative) at a point on the curve to
the immediate left of A is -VO .

2. Sign of the slope of the tangent (first derivative) at a point on the curve to
the immediate right of A is +rna-_.

3. Sign of the first derivative at a point on the curve to immediate left
of B is *v.(-.

4. Sign of the first derivative at a point on the curve to immediate right
of B is ,t-r{.-.

5. Sign of the first derivative at a point on the curve to immediate left
of C is .t-Fc-

6. Sign of the lrst derivative at a point on the curve to immediate right
e1 g6 --v€-.

7. Sign of the first derivative at a point on the curve to immediate left
of D is 'lv€-.



8. Slgn of the first derivative at a point on tbe curve to immediate rigltt

of D is -v!, .

9. Sign of the first derivative at a poitrt immediate left of P is *14 and

immediate right of P is 'tL.
10. A and B are points oflocal v"ri ni t"ls

ll. C and D are points of local nq K{ r19

12. P is a point of i nf, lePo4

ArPrrcAtrs{

1. This activity may help in explaiaing the cooc€pts of points of local maxima'

local minima and inflectioa.

2. The concepts of rraxima/ninima are usaful in problems of daily life such

as making of packages of maximum capacity at minimum cosr



Activity 7

OsJEcrrvE

To evaluate the definite integral

f .fir-r5a, * the limit of a sum and

veriff it by acoal integration.

II4ET Hon op CoxsrRucrroti

l. Take a cardboard of a convenient size and paste a white paper on it"

2. Draw two perpendicular lines to represent coordinate axes XOX and yOy,.

3. Draw a quadrant of a circle with O as centre and radius I unit (10 cm) as
shown in Fig.l9.

Mmrml,@unsl
Cardboard, white paper, scale,
pencil, graph paper

The curve in the lst quadrant represents the graph of the function ff iu Oe

interval [0, l].

6\
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DurnoNsnAf,loN

1. Let origin O be denoted by Po and ttre qorns where the curve meets the

r-axis ;nO y-axis be denoted by P,o and Q' respectively'

2. Divide PoP,o into l0 equal parts with points of division as' P,' P' P3' "'' Pe'

3. From each of the points, P, , i = l, 2, ..., 9 draw perpendiculars on the x-axis

to meet the curve at the points, Q,, Q'Q, ,"', Q' Measure the lengths of

e.g, f , Q,, .", PrQ and caU Oem as yo, yr ,-"', ye whereas widttr of each part

PoPr, PrPr ..., is 0.1 units.

4,yo=PoQ=lunits

)1 = P1Q1 = 0'99 units

!r=P&r= 0'97 units

), = PrQ, = 0'95 units

]o = PoQ = 0'92 units

), = PrQ, = 0'87 units

), = P.Q = 0'8 units

), = PrQ = 0'71 units

), = PrQ, = 0'6 units

), = PrQ = 0'43 units

),0 = P,oQro = which is very small near to 0'

5. Area of tbe quadrant of the circle (area bounded by the curve and the two

axis) = sum of the areas of hapeziums'

f(r+o.r)+ (o.er+o.ez) + (o.ez + o.es)+(o.es+0.e2)'l

=1"o.rl +(0.92+0.87) +(0'87+0.8) + (0.8 + 0.?l) + (0'71+0'0 
|" l*(0.6+0.43)+(0.43) I

L-



= 0.1 [0.5 + 0.99 + 0.92 + 0.95 + 0.9.2 + 0.8? + 0.80 + 0.?t + 0.@ + 0.43]

= 0.1 x 7.74 = 0.174 sq. unib.(approx.)

6. Defiaite integral = tJI} a*

=i#4,,"" "l =I*I=T =o.785sq.units

Tbus, the area of the quadrant as a limit of a sum is nearty the same as area
obaioed by actual inegration.

Gsmvmon

L Function representing the arc of the quadrant of the circle is y = {E

2. Area of the quadrant of a circle wirh radius I unit = 

tl,[G 
d,r = 45-.

sq. units 
o'

3. Area of tbe quadra$ as a limit of a sum = _ sq. units.

4. The two areas arc nearly _$gBJ_.

Appuceuor

This activity can be used to demonsfate the
cucept of area bounded by a curve. This
activity can also be applied to find the
approximate value of r.



Activity 8

Gncnve MarsRrArREOUnp

Geometry box, cardboard, white
paper, cutter, skerch pen, cellotape.

To ven$ geomenically that

ix(i+6)=ixi+ixi

l\firrsoo or CoxsrnucrroN

l. Fix a white paper on the cardboard.

2. Draw a line segment OA (= 6 crn, say) and let it represent i.
3. Draw another line segment OB (= 4 cm, say) at an angle (say 60') with OA.

Let d =i

P
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4. Draw BC (= 3 cm, say) making an angle (say 30") wittr OE Let BE =6
5. Draw perpendiculars BM, CL and BN.

6. Complete parallelograms OAPC, OAeB and BepC.

Duuor,srncxlot{

l. G=os'+Ed =i+6,andlet zCoA=c.

z. l"x(;+;)l=l;lF.tl sin c = area of paralletosram oApC.

e. l;x;l = arrea of paralletogram OAeB.

a. lixal= area of parallelogram Bepc.

5. Areaofparallelogram OApC =(OA) (CL)

= (OA) (J.I + NC) = (OA) (BM + NC)

= (oA) (BM) +(oA) (Nc)

= Area of parallelogram OAeB + Area of pcallelogram BeFC

t- -t t- .-l
= lc+41 

+ 
lc 

x Dl

so, lixti +ay l=l;xtl+Fxtl

Direction of each of these vectors i11ia b, ixianO ix6 is perpendicular

to the same plane.

so ixli+d'y= ixi + ix6.



Orsmvlrroq

lil=loll= oe =

li+61=loQ=oc=

6.= 

-pxta+A[ = Area of parallelogram OAPC

= (OA) (CL) = sq.units (D

[ixa l= 
erea or Parallelogram oAQB

= (oA) (BM = 

-x -= - 

(ii)

l"xa | = arca of parallelogram BQPC

=(oA)(ct{) =-x 
-=- 

(iii)

From (i), (ii) and (iii)'

Arca of parallelogram OAPC = Area of parallelgram OAQB + Area of

Parallelgram

rhus Pxlta+Er=Pxil.F,{

ixi'ixi ano i x (i+6) are au in tbe <tirestion of 

- 

to the plane

of paper.

Therefore ix(i+6)=ix o* 

-'



APpuci4ilroN

Through the activity, dishibutive property of vector multiprication over addition
can be explained.



Activity 9

Oamcrm

To measure the shortest distance

between two skew lines and verify it

analyticallY.

Mr.mrull,Ruounp
A piece of PlYwood of size

30 cm x 20 cm, a squared PaPer,

three wooden blocks of size

2*m x 2 cm x 2 cm each and one

wooden block of size 2 cm x 2 cm

x 4 cm, wires of different lengths'

set squares, adhesive, pen/pencil'

etc.

l!{slgon or CoN$Rucrtox

l. Paste a squared paper on a piece of plywood'

2. On the squared paper' draw two lines OA and OB to represent x-axis'

and y-axis, resPectivelY'

3. Name the three blocks of size 2 cm x 2 cm x 2 cm as I' tr and III' Name the

other wooden block of size 2 cm x 2 cm x 4 cm as IV'

4. Place blocks I, II, III such that their base centres are at the points

Q,2), (1,6) and (?, 6), respectively, and block IV. with its base cenhe at

iO, zj. otrttt wooden block of size2 cm x 2 cm x 4 cm as IV'

5. Place a wire joining the points P and Q, the centres of the bases of the

blocks I and trI and another wire joining the centres R and S of the tops of

blocks II and IV as shown in Fig.26.

6. These two wires rePr€sent two skew lines'

7. Take a wire and join it perpendicularly with the skew lines and measure the

actual distance.



'l
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Fig.26 Xt- f'\

"^d-sl*Dnmoxsra,gron of t"v-\Y

1. A set-square is placed in such a way that its one perpendicular side is along
the wire PQ.

2. Move the set-square along Pe till its otherperpendicular side toushes the
other wire.

\td'
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3.

4.

Measure the distance btween the two lines in this position using set_square.
This is the shortest distance between two skew lines.

a$ft-i9atlV, find rhe equation of line joining p (2,2,O)and e (7,6,0) and
other line joining R (1, 6, 2) and S (6, Z, 4) and find i.O. osiog

. The distance obtained in two cases will be the same.

Omvenox

l Coordinates of point e are 
Q"l, 

f, q)
2. Coordinates of point e are !j*6*g.)
3. Coordinates of point R are f 1,, 6. 2,,

4. Coordinates of point S are (6, r, 9 /
5. Equation of line pe is ii + q j
6. Equation of line RS is st - q ? +t 0

Shortest distance betwe€,n pe and RS analytically (q
€,

Shortest distance by actual measurement = j^;l6TZ"-

The resuls so obtained are

Am;carron

This activity can be used to exprain the concept of skew rines and of shortest
distance between two lines in space.

f^^ 4 1\ / ^l9i- r.j'-.r"r.j . Ci n I r $ )

2&4118



Activity t0

OsJEcm/E

To explain the computation of
conditional probability of a given

111tA,.wfen 
event B has atready

g*ryd,through an example of
throwing a pair of dice,

l\fsnroo or Coxsrnuctrou
l ' Paste a white paper on a piece of prywood of a convenient size.
2. Make a square and divide it into 36 unit squares of size lcm each(see Fig. 2Z).

3. Writ€ pair of numbers as shown in the figurc.

{$

Mmruu,Reormno
A piece of plywood, white paper
per/pencil, scale, a pair of dice.

I

st

v
o

"d'
\

Fig.tt
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Dmircr'snmrol

l. Fig. 2l gives all possible outcomes of the given experiment' Hence' it

^' 
fi;enis the sample space of the experiment'

2. Suppose we have to find the conditional probability of an event A if an event

B has already o"torr"o' **f'* l' i' *'" ivent "a number 4 appean on both

the dice" and B is th" J;Jl;^ upp"*ta on at least one of the dicd'i'e'

we have to find P(A l B)'

3. From Fig. 27 number of outcomes favourable to A = I

Number of outcomes favourable 6 I = 11

Number of ourcomes favourable to A n B = 1'

1l
4. (r) P (B) = 56,

I
(ii) P(AnB)=;6

F(AnB) 1

(iii)P(AtB)=Ef= 
''

OgSERvATIoN

1. Outcome(s) favourable to A: I 'n(A)= 
I

2. Outcomes favourable to B : - 
I l' n (B) = | i

I

3.OutcomesfavourabletoAnB' 
I 'n(AnB)= 

' 'I

I\ lA/,]|B). - -)=
4. P(ArrB)= 'r wt't."" 

= Sf
I lLJ,' , /.

p (A IB) = r( d:del = \/;1,!, 
: L

llf 16) rt ljC

n1
\V

"iv-

Apmrceuon

This activity is helpful in understanding the concept of conttitional probability'

which is further used in Bayes' theorem'

2404Jle
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